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Abstract: This paper investigates the question “Under what condi-
tions does a thinker fully understand, or have mastery of, a concept?”
A thinker can possess, and think thoughts with, concepts he or she
does not fully understand. I argue against three views of concept mas-
tery, according to which mastery is a matter of holding certain beliefs,
being disposed to make certain inferences, or having certain intuitions.
None of these attitudes is either necessary or sufficient for mastery. I
propose and respond to objections to my own “recognition view” of
the conditions under which a thinker has mastery of a concept.

1 Introduction

Concepts are the basic units of thought. The thought Ostriches like

chocolate is composed of the concepts ostriches, like, and chocolate.

An agent possesses a concept when he or she can think thoughts of which
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ments and criticism.
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the concept is a component. An agent has mastery of a concept when he

or she fully understands that concept. One can possess a concept without

having mastery. Many people use technical concepts that have worked their

way into public consciousness without fully understanding them (examples

include dark matter, chaos theory, cloud computing, transistor,

id, fracking, and hedge fund). Any theory of concept mastery must

answer the following fundamental question: “Under what conditions does an

agent have concept mastery?” This is the question I hope to answer, at least

in part, in this paper.

I will argue against three versions of the endorsement view, according to

which mastery is a matter of endorsing certain propositions or inferences.

The endorsement view comes in at least three forms: “the belief view”, “the

inference view”, and “the intuition view”, according to which endorsement

involves believing, inferring, or intuiting in accordance with certain proposi-

tions or inferences. I will argue for a different approach to concept mastery,

the recognition view, according to which mastery is a matter of recognizing

certain rules as governing the use of the concept. Recognition is compatible

with a failure to endorse.

I now offer a roadmap of the paper. In section 2 (“Preliminaries”) I

clarify terminology, lay out assumptions, argue briefly against skepticism

about concept mastery, and canvas four potential views about what it is to

master a concept. Each of the three views against which I argue maintains

that some set of attitudes (beliefs, inferences, or intuitions) is necessary and

sufficient for mastery of a concept. In sections 3 (“Deviant Masters”) and 4

(“The Special Status Problem”) I argue against the necessity and sufficiency
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(respectively) of these attitudes for concept mastery. The failures of these

views point the way toward a successful theory, which I present in section

5 (“The Recognition View”). Section 6 (“Four Objections”) considers and

replies to objections to the recognition view.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Terminology and assumptions

In this section, I’ll lay out assumptions, clarify terminology, and sketch a

framework in which to commence inquiry. First, I use the term ‘proposition’

to describe a structured composite of concepts. For example, the proposition

ostriches like chocolate is composed of the concepts ostriches, like,

and chocolate. I use small capitals, e.g. ostrich, to express elements

at the conceptual level, either concepts or complex propositions. Following

Frege [1952/1892], I also use the term ‘thought’ to denote propositions so

described. I adopt a broadly Fregean approach to concepts and propositions.

This approach is not intended to be controversial. Inevitably, due to prior

commitments about the nature of propositions, some readers will take it

as such. Readers who bridle at my use of ‘proposition’ should substitute

the word ‘propersition’ for every occurrence of ‘proposition’. Propersitions

are the complete thoughts I am currently describing. I assume that one

can, and for many purposes should, type mental states using propositions

(propersitions) so described.

A certain class of mental states (the so-called “propositional attitudes”)

can usefully be categorized by a combination of a mode and a proposition.

The mode characterizes (at least one of) the thinker’s attitude(s) toward the
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proposition. Examples of modes include belief, desire, and fear. Examples of

complete propositional attitudes include a belief that ostriches like chocolate,

a desire that ostriches like chocolate, and a fear that ostriches like chocolate.

I don’t deny that there are many other ways to type and describe mental

states and propositions, or that those ways are useful, informative, or illumi-

nating. I assume only that the locutions I’ve described constitute one useful

way of thinking and talking about contentful mental states. Something like

the above approach should be compatible with and fruitful for a wide va-

riety of philosophical and psychological projects. I’ll assume this approach

throughout the paper.

I assume that there is a distinction between merely possessing a concept

(i.e. being able to take some attitude toward a proposition that contains

the concept) and fully understanding that concept.1 Not uncontroversially,

I assume also that, sometimes, thinkers entertain thoughts containing con-

cepts they do not fully understand, and thus possess those concepts without

mastery of them. Theorist of content and of concepts tend to assume, often

implicitly, without argument, and without recognizing that any such assump-

tion has been made, that possession of a concept (i.e. the ability to think

thoughts containing the concept) entails mastery of that concept. Often they

fail to note any distinction at all between possession and mastery. The diffi-

culty is partly due to ambiguity in the terminology of “having/possessing a

concept”. That locution can be used to express either a relation of possession

or a relation of mastery between a thinker and a concept. Here, I reserve the

locution “x possesses the concept C” to mean that x can think thoughts that

1For further discussion of this distinction, cf. Bealer [2002a]: 221-222, Burge [1979,
1986], Greenberg [MS]: 13-4, Greenberg [2001]: 28-9, Greenberg [2014], .
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contain C. x may or not may have mastery of C.

In so far as theorists do recognize the possibility of concept possession

without mastery, they often chalk up the phenomenon to and add a proviso

about “deference”, and then continue to ignore the possibility of possession

without mastery. Here, I do not wish to tackle issues about the relation

between concept possession and concept mastery and their relations to the

theory of content and of concepts more generally. (I point the reader to the

discussions of Greenberg [MS, 2001, 2014], Burge [1979, 1986], and Peacocke

[1992, 1999, 2008]). Instead, I will simply assume that thinkers can possess

concepts that they have not mastered. Given that assumption, I then seek

to answer the question, “What does it take for a thinker to master, or fully

understand, his or her concept?”

I take no official position on what is required to possess a concept. I

require only that whatever is required to possess a concept, it does not always

entail that one have mastered the concept. However, I believe (but will not

assume) that the requirements on concept possession are relatively minimal.

It’s easy to acquire a concept, especially when that concept is expressed

by a public language term. Hearing someone utter a term that expresses

a concept not already possessed, and then using that term and concept in

thought, without intending to appropriate the term and give it new meaning,

will often be sufficient for acquisition of the concept. For example, if I hear

a doctor declare that the patient has lupus, and begin believing that the

patient has lupus, then I can come to possess, but not master, the concept

lupus. This is so despite my ignorance regarding lupus. I know little about

lupus other than that it refers to some type of ailment.
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Most controversially, I assume a distinction between “core” elements as-

sociated with a concept and “non-core” elements. These elements might be

propositions, inferences, mental transitions, rules, or something else. Core

elements are in some sense especially important to the meaning of the con-

cept. They play a special role in the concept’s having the representational

qualities that it does and being the concept that it is. One might further

claim that core elements partly or wholly constitute the nature of the con-

cept. For example, I take the proposition all bachelors are male to be

a “core” proposition for the concept bachelor. Achilles is a bachelor

is non-core. One might also maintain that core propositions are “analytic” or

contribute to a priori justification. I remain agnostic on this count. To accept

the distinction between the core and the non-core, one must resist, at least

to some degree, the arguments of Quine [1951] against the analytic/sythentic

distinction.

2.2 Cores and Conceptual Roles

According to a broad philosophical tradition called the “conceptual role ap-

proach” to mental content and concepts, a concept’s role in thought, and

especially its connections to other concepts, plays a vital role with respect to

the concept. For example, according to Greenberg [MS]’s characterization,

conceptual role theories (which he calls ‘inferential-role theories’) maintain

that “what makes it the case that a thought involves a particular concept is

that the thinker deploys a disposition to move between mental states that is

appropriately isomorphic to the concepts canonical or defining connections

to other concepts.” (21) The main rival to conceptual role theories are infor-

mational/covariational accounts, which maintain that a concept’s reference,
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rather than its relations to other concepts, plays the vital role.

My use of the phrase ‘a/the vital role’ is deliberately vague, because ex-

tant theories tend to run together a variety of theoretical roles that concep-

tual or inferential roles, or transitions between mental states more broadly,

might play. I envision at least six. First, one might claim that conceptual

roles partly or wholly individuate concepts. Second, one might claim that

conceptual roles partly or wholly constitute the nature of the concept. Third,

one might claim that a concept’s role determines the extension of a concept.

For example, a theory might say that the extension of the concept is that

which makes the concept’s canonical transitions truth-preserving. Fourth,

one might tie concept possession to conceptual role, in the sense that posses-

sion of a concept requires having a mental item that plays the appropriate

role. Fifth, one might further claim that conceptual roles make it the case

that a particular mental state or thought contains one concept rather than

another. (These last two are closely connected, but there is a difference. The

former concerns a general ability (possession), while the latter pertains to the

content of a particular mental state.) Sixth, one might claim that conceptual

roles determine mastery of the concept, in the sense that one has mastery of

the concept if and only if one appropriately grasps the concept’s conceptual

role or canonical transitions.

My project and sympathies fall with the conceptual role tradition, broadly

conceived. My acceptance of a distinction between “core” and “non-core”

elements, which I described as “propositions, inferences, mental transitions,

rules, or something else”, places me in this camp. The core elements are

something like the “canonical transitions” on which conceptual role theories
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rely. All the accounts of concept mastery that I will discuss fall broadly

within the conceptual role approach.

It’s worth laying my views on the table, partly to help the reader under-

stand the angle from which I approach this inquiry. I believe that canonical

transitions partly, but not wholly, individuate concepts (reference does some

individuation as well). I believe that canonical transitions partly constitute

the nature of the concept. I do not believe that canonical transitions deter-

mine extension. I tie neither concept possession nor what makes a thought

contain one concept rather than another, to conceptual role. My favored ac-

count of concept mastery, the “recognition view” (section 5), says (roughly)

that mastery of a concept amounts to understanding of the canonical tran-

sitions. I will not assume any of these beliefs in the discussions to follow.

I will argue for (not assume) the claim that concept mastery involves un-

derstanding of canonical transitions. The three elements of conceptual role

approaches that I endorse (concept individuation, nature and mastery) fit

together. From the claim that concepts are partly or wholly individuated

in terms of canonical transitions, it’s a short step to the claim that those

transitions form part of the concept’s nature. It’s then natural to claim that

understanding the concept is a matter of understanding that nature, which

entails understanding those canonical transitions.2

2.3 Precisifying the Notion of concept mastery

In this section, I clarify the target notion: mastery, or full understanding,

of a concept. A thinker has mastery of the concept flying buttress ex-

2Greenberg [2014]’s account of concept mastery manifests a similar connection between
nature and understanding of that nature. He writes (1,7) that mastery of a concept is a
matter of “having a practically available understanding of its nature or essence.”
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actly when she fully understands flying buttress. I believe that the no-

tion of full understanding, or having mastery, of a concept, is relatively pre-

theoretical and everyday. We express the relation using locutions like ‘she

fully understands the concept flying buttress’, ‘she grasps the meaning of the

concept flying buttress’, and ‘she fully understands the meaning of ‘flying

buttress’ ’.3 Mastering a concept is not an impossible feat, or an idealized

state achievable only by hypothetical thinkers. You and I have mastery of

many concepts.

Mastering a concept is not merely a matter of knowing many truths in-

volving the concept. One might know many truths containing chair, but if

one fails to realize that chairs are for sitting, then one fails to master chair.

Mastery is tied to grasping certain important or key insights about the con-

cept. Mastery of a concept is compatible with ignorance of important truths

about that to which the concept refers. For example, I believe that mastery

of the concept water is compatible with ignorance of the fact that water is

3We must be careful here. It’s possible that fully understanding the linguistic meaning
of a word and fully understanding the concept it expresses could come apart. Burge [1990]
claims that this is possible, and attributes to Gottlob Frege a similar view. The example
Burge offers involves the mathematical concept limit from the calculus. In the early days
of the development of the calculus, both Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz used the
notion of a limit. Both possessed the concept limit, but neither thinker had a clear grasp
on it. The linguistic meaning of the word ‘limit’, however, is determined by how individual
speakers have used the term. With respect to the linguistic usage of ‘limit’, Newton and
Leibniz were the experts. They fully understood the linguistic meaning of ‘limit’. Yet they
failed to fully understand the concept limit that the word expressed. If this description of
the case is accurate, then it seems possible to fully understand a term’s linguistic meaning
yet fail to fully understand the associated concept. We might take the expression ‘x fully
understands the meaning of term t’ to have two uses. It can be used to say that x fully
grasps the linguistic meaning of t. Or it can be used to say that x fully grasps the concept
that t expresses. Only when ‘x fully understands the meaning of t’ is used in the first
sense does mastery of a concept come apart from full understanding of the meaning of
a linguistic item. Throughout this paper, I’ll use the expression ‘fully understanding the
meaning of term t’ exclusively in the second sense.
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H2O. Someone who knows that water is H2O knows more about water than

someone who does not. She also better understands water (the stuff) and its

nature. But I deny that she better understands the concept water. That

water is H2O is a deep, necessary, and constitutive truth about water. But

H2O-ness is not part of the concept water itself.

Consider another case.4 Suppose that it turns out that all chairs are, in

fact, artifacts left by an alien civilization. By an odd quirk of physics, the

alien technology is necessary to create any object that can be sat on like a

chair. Nothing can be a chair unless it is an alien artifact. If this is so, then

“all chairs are alien artifacts” will be a deep and important truth about the

nature of chairs. Nevertheless, I claim that one can fully understand and

master the concept chair without knowing about the chair-alien artifact

link. Such masters of chair will fail to fully understand chairs and their

nature. But their understanding of the concept chair need not be lacking.

I take these claims about water and chair to be intuitive. But even if

one finds them controversial, they should help the reader grasp the notion of

concept mastery as I conceive it.

2.4 Against Skepticism

In developing a theory of concept mastery, I take as my starting point the

seminal discussions of Burge [1979, 1982, 1986]. Burge deserves much credit

for bringing into the philosophical arena the phenomenon of incomplete un-

derstanding. Consider Burge [1979]’s example of Alf. Alf approaches his doc-

tor, complaining of arthritis in his thigh. Alf’s doctor corrects him, pointing

4This case is based on a thought experiment in Burge [1986]: 263-64. I have altered
the case and put it to a different use.
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out that one cannot have arthritis in the thigh. Arthritis, by definition, af-

fects only joints. Alf accepts the correction, admits that he was mistaken to

believe that he had arthritis in his thigh, and modifies his usage of ‘arthritis’

and arthritis accordingly. The important point here is that Alf was able to

think the thought I have arthritis in my thigh, and thereby possessed

the concept arthritis, while significantly misunderstanding the concept.

Alf incompletely understood arthritis. Similar examples can be cooked up

for almost any concept whatsoever.

If agents can possess concepts while incompletely understanding them,

it’s natural to ask what agents must do to possess a concept and completely

understand it - i.e. to have concept mastery. It’s natural to think that such

complete understanding is attainable by everyday people. Not everyone is

like Alf.

Some will be skeptical that there is any such thing as “mastery” or “full

understanding”, or that such notions are theoretically significant or useful.5

I won’t tackle such skepticism head on, but I want to make a few remarks to

clarify what full-blooded skepticism about concept mastery must be and to

lay out some considerations against it.

One can understand better or worse. Understanding is, in general, a

matter of degree. Thus mastery of a concept will be a matter of degree. We

might rank hypothetical understanders of a concept according to their un-

derstanding. On one end of the spectrum we have agents who meet only the

minimal requirements (whatever they may be) for possession of the concept.

On the other end of the spectrum we have agents who are omniscient with

5Among the skeptics I count Ball [2013] and Williamson [2008, draft], [p.c.].
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respect to the concept. They know every true proposition containing the

concept and know all the important truths about the thing in the world to

which the concept refers.

The strongest form of skepticism about concept mastery maintains that

there are no theoretically significant breaks, marks, or groupings among the

hypothetical agents so ranked. Instead there’s a continuous spectrum. A

weaker form of skepticism admits that there are theoretically significant

groupings, but none of those groupings corresponds to the notion of concept

mastery as I have described it. One initially tempting form of skepticism

about concept mastery goes something like this. Every concept occurs in a

wide variety of truths. Some of these truths are known by almost everyone

who uses the concept. They’re common knowledge. We use the term ‘fully

[completely] understands the concept C’ as a label for those individuals who

know all the common knowledge truths involving C. On this view, there is

such a thing as concept mastery, but it marks only a linguistic accident.

I deny all three forms of skepticism. I believe that there are some theoret-

ically significant breaks, marks, or groupings among the hypothetical agents

described above. I believe that one (perhaps rough and ready) way to infor-

matively group the agents is to divide them into those that have mastered

the concept and those that have not.

I offer a brief argument against the skeptic. It relies on two claims. First

claim: Incomplete understanding occurs. Second claim: With respect to a

given concept, there is a distinction between core truths and non-core truths.

“All bachelors are male” is core vis-a-vis bachelor. “No bachelors live

on Mars” is not. Between two agents who are otherwise the same, there’s
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a big difference, with respect to understanding of bachelor, between (i)

the agent who fails to accept that all bachelors are male while accepting

that no bachelors live on Mars and (ii) the agent who fails to accept that

no bachelors live on Mars but accepts that all bachelors are male. The

second understands bachelor much better than the first. Once we have

a theoretically significant distinction between core and non-core truths, we

can define up a theoretically significant level of concept mastery according

to which mastery involves having a “grip” on the core truths. (We might

also use core inferences, rules, or what have you). This tells against both

the strong and weak forms of skepticism above.6 The linguistic form of

skepticism I described is defeated by the above argument in combination

with the observation that both “all bachelors are male” and “no bachelors

live on Mars” are common knowledge.

One might resist the above arguments by maintaining that most concepts

are not like bachelor. According to this line, bachelor permits a distinc-

tion between core and non-core elements, but most, and perhaps almost all,

concepts do not. I admit that bachelor in special in certain respects, and

in some ways not representative of concepts more generally. bachelor has

a particularly “strong” core. One can reasonably maintain that the core ele-

ments determine the reference of bachelor, provide necessary and sufficient

conditions or bachelor-hood, or give the meaning of bachelor. For many

(perhaps most) concepts, analogous claims will not be as plausible.

But, importantly, many concepts other than bachelor yield core ele-

ments. Consider some examples. chair: chairs are for sitting. artwork:

6Greenberg [2001]: 134, Greenberg [2014]: 7-11 implements a similar strategy in arguing
against skepticism about concept mastery.
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artworks are created. mug: mugs function to hold liquid. wine: wine is

made from grapes. blanket: blankets have a large surface area to thickness

ratio. cave: caves are enclosed spaces. sword: a sword has a blade. The

method of examples cannot possibly show that even a significant minority

of all concepts have cores. But hopefully the examples alleviate some of the

fear that bachelor is idiosyncratic in having any core at all, and lend some

support to the idea that a significant portion of concepts have a core. The

reader can further satisfy him or her self by doing a few cases on his or her

own. My discussion of concept mastery and full understanding will not apply

to those concepts which do not admit of a core vs. non-core distinction. (I

do not assume that there are any such concepts). From here, I will speak

as if all concepts have a core vs. non-core distinction, but one can take my

comments as restricted to those concepts which do.

In sum, if one (a) believes that incomplete understanding occurs, and (b)

resists the arguments of Quine [1951] enough to believe in a distinction (even

a rough distinction) between “core” and “non-core” elements of a concept,

then one already has a theoretically significant notion of concept mastery

(at least for whichever concepts admit of the core vs. non-core distinction).

To resist motivation (a) is to reject the tremendously successful arguments

of Burge [1979, 1982, 1986], the conclusions of which have since become

philosophical orthodoxy. To resist motivation (b) is to deny all bachelors

are male any special status, vis-a-vis bachelor, above and beyond Javier

is a bachelor. Few are willing to pay either price. If they do not, they

deny the skeptical view.
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2.5 Four Theories of Concept Mastery

I’ve already laid out the distinction between core and non-core elements rel-

ative to a concept. The elements might be propositions, inferences, rules, or

something else. With the core/non-core distinction in place, a view naturally

suggests itself. Fully understanding a concept, i.e. having mastery of that

concept, entails having some type of “grip” on that core. This much leaves

room for variation. Theories of concept mastery can vary according to what

they take the grip to consist in. I consider four views.

1. the belief view

2. the inference view

3. the intuition view

4. the recognition view

I plan to argue against the first three views (belief, inference, and intu-

ition), and in favor of my own recognition view. But first let’s get the views

on the table.

According to the belief view of concept mastery, an agent has mastery of

concept C if and only if he/she believes all of C’s core propositions. On this

view, the elements of the core are propositions. To grip the core elements

is to believe them. According to the inference view of concept mastery, an

agent has mastery of concept C if and only if he/she is disposed to infer in

accordance with all of C’s core inferences. On this view, the elements of the

core are inferences. To grip the core elements is to be disposed to infer in
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accordance with them. Proponents of the inference view include Peacocke

[1992, 1999].7

The belief and inference view are similar. Let’s consider an example of

each. Suppose that “all bachelors are male” and “all bachelors are unmar-

ried” are the core truths for bachelor. The belief view claims that an agent

has mastery of bachelor if and only if she believes both that all bachelors

are male and that all bachelors are unmarried. The inference view claims

that there are two core inferences associated with bachelor. We might

express them as follows:

x is a bachelor x is a bachelor

x is male x is not married

The variable ‘x’ represents the fact that the agent is willing to infer from “x

is a bachelor” to “x is male” for any x. The inference view claims that an

agent has mastery of bachelor if and only if he or she is disposed to infer,

for any x, from x is a bachelor to x is male and from x is a bachelor

to x is not married.

According to the intuition view of concept mastery, an agent has mas-

tery of concept C when he/she has intuitions that the core propositions are

true (Bealer [2002a]: 221-230).8 On this view, the elements of the core are

7Peacocke [1992] offers a theory of what he calls “concept possession”. However, Pea-
cocke does not mean what I mean by ‘concept possession’ or ‘possess(es) a concept’.
Peacocke (29-30) states that a thinker can consider propositions, and entertain thoughts,
that contain the concept while failing to possess the concept. On my use of ‘possess a
concept’, to possess a concept just is to be able to entertain thoughts or propositions that
contain the concept. Thus Peacocke does not mean what I do by ‘possess a concept’.
His theory of “concept possession” is a theory of a more demanding relation: what I call
‘concept mastery’.

8Bealer calls mastery of a concept “determinate possession”. His theory is more nu-
anced, and more complicated, than the simplistic intuition view that I consider. I will not
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propositions. To grip the core elements is to intuit their truth. Importantly,

intuiting the truth of P is compatible with failing to believe that P, or with

believing not-P. An agent might believe P on the basis of reliable testimony,

while simultaneously feeling - i.e. intuiting - that P is true.

The intuition view relies on a relation of intuition between an agent and

a proposition. There is a rich philosophical literature on the nature of in-

tuition. I wish to be as non-committal as possible regarding those debates.

Some maintain that intuition is its own sui generis mental attitude (Bealer

[2002a,b]). Others claim that intuition is a form of belief (Sosa [1996, 1998],

Williamson [2004, 2008]). Even if intuition is a form of belief, the intuition

view will, most likely, not reduce to the belief view, because the belief view

claims that concept mastery requires belief simpliciter, whereas the intuition

view claims that concept mastery requires a particular form or type of belief

(whichever type of belief intuitions are).

According to the recognition view of concept mastery, an agent has mas-

tery of concept C if and only if he/she takes all the core elements to govern

the use of C. The view is liberal regarding the nature of core elements. To

grip a core element is to take it to govern the use of the concept. In section

5.2 (“Taking to Govern Use”) I explain what it is to take something to govern

the use of the concept.

There are a variety of dimensions of variations even among these views.

One could claim that mastery requires only a grip on some, perhaps a ma-

jority, of the elements in the core. Or one might hybridize views, claiming

explain his view in full here. However, his theory of concept mastery is a form of the intu-
ition view, shares its same general shape, and has the same advantages and disadvantages
that are relevant here.
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that mastery is a matter of believing some propositions, inferring in accor-

dance with others, and intuiting the truth of a third class. For simplicity’s

sake, I ignore these possibilities. I believe they do not significantly alter the

dialectic.

3 Deviant Masters: Against the Necessity of Belief,

Inference, or Intuition for concept mastery

3.1 Overview

In section 3 I argue against the necessity of belief in, inference in accord with,

or intuiting the truth of, core elements for concept mastery. The argument

revolves around the possibility of non-standard, or “deviant”, masters of the

concepts in question. The deviant masters fully understand the concept but

neglect to believe, infer, or intuit in accordance with core elements.

The inference view will be my representative stalking horse. In sections

3.2-3.5 I discuss only the inference view. The belief and intuition views

can be defeated by arguments exactly analogous to those I discuss. The

modifications required are minimal.

3.2 The Argument

In this section, I argue against the inference view. The basic problem with

the view is that an agent can fully understand a concept (i.e. have concept

mastery) without being disposed to infer in accordance with core inference

patterns. Being disposed to infer in accordance with a concept’s core infer-

ences is not necessary for mastery of the concept.

Consider the concept boche, a racial pejorative applied to Germans circa
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World War I. Boche has two core inference rules.

x is German x is a boche

x is a boche x is cruel

If a thinker is disposed to make both these inferences, then she is disposed

to infer from “x is German” to “x is cruel”. According to the inference view,

an agent who has mastered boche must be disposed to infer from “x is

German” to “x is cruel”.

Here’s the counterexample. Consider Agnes, who at one point in time

fully understood boche. She was disposed to infer, and often did infer, in

the manner just described. However, during her travels in Germany, Agnes

dined, lived, and fraternized with many Germans. She made German friends.

As a result of her experiences, Agnes ceased to be disposed to infer from a

subject’s German-hood to his or her cruelty. Agnes stopped believing that all

Germans are cruel. However, Agnes still realizes that the inference patterns

above play a central role in relation to the meaning of boche and in the use

of ‘boche’. This thought experiment yields the following argument against

the inference view.

(P1) If the inference view is true, then Agnes has lost her mastery of

boche.

(P2) Agnes has not lost her mastery of boche.

(C) Therefore: the inference view is false.

Premise (P1) follows from the statement of the inference view in com-

bination with the description of the thought experiment. Premise (P2) is
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tremendously plausible. Agnes understands boche at least as well as, and

perhaps better than, her unenlightened co-linguals.9 Agnes still recognizes

the inference patterns as rules that govern the use of boche. She simply

refuses to obey them. The argument is valid. The conclusion follows: the

inference view is false, because being disposed to infer in accordance with

core inferences in not necessary for concept mastery.

3.3 Response 1: Agnes remains disposed to infer

Proponents of the inference view might respond by denying premise (P2),

claiming that Agnes remains disposed to infer from “x is German” to “x is

cruel”. A disposition need not always manifest itself; dispositions can be

masked. A wine glass wrapped in protective layering remains fragile, and

retains the disposition to break, even though it does not break when struck.

The disposition to break is masked by the protective wrapping. The proposed

response to the Agnes case claims that Agnes retains the disposition to infer

in accordance with boche’s core, but the disposition is masked, possibly by

her belief that not all Germans are cruel.

Two points should be made against this response. First, the move is un-

motivated and ad hoc. Prima facie, Agnes lacks the disposition. To maintain

otherwise one must posit reasons in favor of her having a masked disposition.

Proponents of the inference view have offered no such reason, other than that

a masked disposition supports their favored theory. Second, a version of the

Agnes case can be cooked up in which Agnes clearly lacks the disposition.

Whatever the criteria are for having the disposition to infer, we can imagine

a case in which Agnes fails to meet those criteria yet has explicit knowledge

9Williamson [2009]: 141 seems to agree.
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of the inference rules governing the use of boche. We can generate such

a case as long as it’s possible to know what the inference rules governing a

concept are without being disposed to obey them. This is possible, so we’ll

able to generate counterexamples to the inference view, whatever opponents

claim about what it is to have a disposition to infer.

3.4 Response 2: boche is not a concept

boche is an odd concept. Its inference rules are not truth-preserving. Some-

one who follows its constitutive inference rules will be led, quite rapidly, into

error. (Few Germans are cruel). Such concepts can be called ‘defective’.

Proponents of inference-style views have sometimes claimed that there are

no concepts like boche (e.g. Horwich [2010]: 203-4, Peacocke [1992]: 21,

171-5, Boghossian [2001]). If there is and cannot be any boche concept, my

counterexample fails.

I’ll make five points in response to the claim that there are no concepts

such as boche. First, the move is (once again) ad hoc. Denial of boche and

its ilk is motivated purely by the desire to save the theory from counterex-

ample. Second, rival views, including my preferred recognition view, can

accept the existence of such defective concepts. Other things being equal,

this counts in favor of the recognition view and against the inference view.

(Similar points apply against the belief and intuition views). Third, the move

is implausible. Prima facie, boche is a concept. People think thoughts con-

taining it, including That jerk is boche. The behavior of those who use

boche is repugnant precisely because they use a racist concept and express

racist thoughts, not because they use no concept and fail to express any
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thought.10

Fourth, one can accept the existence of “defective concepts” such as

boche without going “whole hog” and accepting that for any set of in-

ference rules there is a corresponding concept. For example, one can accept

the existence of boche but deny that there is a concept such as Prior [1960]’s

tonk. Prior describes the propositionial connective tonk, whose inference

rules are as follows:

P P tonk Q

P tonk Q Q

tonk is obviously defective; it enables one to infer from any proposition

P to any proposition Q. tonk is so defective that any agent who attempted

to use it would rapidly fall into error and incoherence. It’s not implausible

that the rules for tonk are crazy enough that there is no such concept.

Thinking tonk-ly isn’t a possible way to think. I hypothesize that much

of the resistance to accepting boche as a genuine concept is based on the

idea that accepting boche opens the floodgates and forces one to accept

all types of crazy concepts, including tonk. This is not correct. There are

lots of salient differences between tonk and boche. Thinkers of boche,

unlike those of tonk, will be led into error, but they won’t rapidly devolve

into incoherence. Thinkers can navigate the world quite well using boche,

especially if all the Germans they interact with are cruel. Not so for users

of tonk who employ the concept with any frequency. Lastly, there are

considerations in favor of accepting boche that do not apply to tonk. In

the 1940s there appear to have been actual real world users of boche. I claim

10Boghossian [2003]: 242-3 and Williamson [2009]: 140 agree.
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that their behavior and psychology is better explained by typing their mental

states using boche than by typing by some non-defective substitute.11

Fifth, and perhaps most importantly, the argument can be made without

using a defective concept such as boche. In the next section, I’ll offer a

version of the argument using the concept of the material conditional and its

core inference modus ponens, often taken to be the paradigm on which the

inference view builds its theory of all concepts.

3.5 A Counterexample Without a Defective Concept

We all encounter the concept of the material conditional −→ in logic class,

and think with the concept long before that. In this section, I’ll argue that

one can master this concept while denying that modus ponens, a core infer-

ence for −→, is a valid form of inference. My case is taken directly from

Williamson [2008]’s case of the deviant logician (chapter 4, pp. 92-4). These

are the two core inferences associated with the concept −→:

P −→ Q P

P R −→ P

Q

Consider the deviant logician Professor X. Professor X is a distinguished

professor of logic, world-renowned with many seminal publications to his

name. If anyone is an expert on modus ponens, and on the concept −→, Pro-

fessor X is. Professor X, for highly theoretical reasons, denies the validity

11It’s a bit controversial whether what 1940s-era agents expressed by the term ‘boche’,
and thought with, was in fact the concept boche as I’ve described it. It has been argued
([[Cite Ralph Wedgwood here]] that they expressed the concept German instead. If they
did not express boche, this does weaken my argument, but not significantly. All that
matters is that some agents could think with boche, even if no one actually did so circa
World War I.
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of modus ponens. Perhaps he has been convinced by the alleged counterex-

amples of McGee [1985]. Professor X is wrong to deny its validity, but he

has well-considered reasons. This thought experiment yields the following

argument against the inference view.

(P1) If the inference view is true, then Professor X does not have mas-

tery of the concept −→.

(P2) Professor X does have mastery of −→.

(C) Therefore: the inference view is false.

Premise (P1) follows from the statements of the inference view in com-

bination with the description of the thought experiment. Premise (P2) is

tremendously plausible. If anyone has mastery of −→, Professor X does. He

is the one of, if not the, world’s foremost experts on the conditional. The

argument is valid. The conclusion follows: the inference view is false. Impor-

tantly, this argument does not rely on a defective concept such as boche.

The inference rules associated with −→ are truth-preserving. Professor X

wrongly denies the validity of modus ponens.

3.6 Extending the argument against the belief and intuition views

Arguments analogous to those given above can be used to defeat the belief

and intuition views. The modifications required to counterexample these

affiliated views are minimal. I won’t go through the details.

The intuition view fares slightly better than the belief or inference views.

The intuition view allows that a thinker might fail to believe a core propo-

sition, or be disposed to infer in accordance with a core inference, yet still
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master the concept nonetheless, as long as the thinker intuited, or somehow

otherwise felt, that the core propositions were true. However, the case of

Agnes and boche still defeats the intuition view. She has no intuitions that

all Germans are cruel, yet masters the concept nonetheless.

4 The Special Status Problem: Against the Sufficiency

of Belief, Inference, or Intuition for concept mastery

4.1 Overview of the Special Status Problem

In this section I’ll argue that the simple belief, inference, and intuition view

cannot work. Believing, inferring, or intuiting are not, by themselves, suffi-

cient for mastery. Instead, a thinker must take the core elements (proposi-

tions, inferences, etc.) to have some special status. For example, a thinker

might believe core propositions because they are core or otherwise central to

the concept. The initial failure of the simple belief, inference, and intuition

views lends itself to an obvious fix. However, the fix must take a certain

form in order to succeed. I argue that some existing ways of coping with the

problem do not work.

4.2 Not Merely Belief

Consider two agents who believe all of bachelor’s core propositions. Sofia

and Felipe both believe that all bachelors are male and that all bachelors

are unmarried. Sofia believes these propositions because she takes them to

be central to the meaning of ‘bachelor’ and the concept bachelor. Felipe,

on the other hand, believes that all bachelors are male, but that this is a

matter of happenstance. Felipe is open to the possibility of female bachelors,
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though he does not believe that any currently exist. Felipe’s attitude toward

all bachelors are male is similar to our attitude toward there are no

bachelors on Mars.12 It’s true that there are no bachelors on Mars. But

that has nothing in particular to do with the meaning of ‘bachelor’ or ‘Mars’

and no particular salience vis-a-vis bachelor or Mars. Sofia has concept

mastery of bachelor. Felipe does not. This counterexamples the belief

view. Similar counterexamples can be given to the inference and intuition

views.

(P1) Felipe believes all of bachelor’s core propositions.

(P2) If the belief view is true, then if Felipe believes all of bachelor’s

core propositions, he has mastery of bachelor.

(P3) Felipe does not have mastery of bachelor.

(C) Therefore: the belief view is false.

Premise (P1) is a stipulation of the case. Whatever the core propositions

are, suppose Felipe believes them. (P2) follows from the statement of the

belief view. (P3) is very plausible. Felipe is open to the possibility of female

bachelors. Therefore he does not have mastery of bachelor. The argument

is valid. The conclusion follows: the belief view is false.

12One might take this case as motivation to move toward a view on which the core
propositions are all necessary in form. The core proposition is not “all bachelors are
male” but rather “necessarily, all bachelors are male”. This view does not work. There
is still a difference between someone who takes “necessarily, all bachelors are male” to
have special status with respect to, or to be “part of the meaning” of, bachelor and
someone who does not. For example, x might take “necessarily, all bachelors are male” to
be true because the actual world is the only possible world and actually, all bachelors are
male. But x could believe that maleness has nothing to do with the meaning, or nature,
of bachelors.
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4.3 Sophisticated Views

One lesson of these examples is that to fully understand, and to have concept

mastery, one must, in some sense, take the core truths (inferences, rules) to

have some special status. This point has been recognized before (Peacocke

[1992], Greenberg [2014]: 8fn.6). According to the inference view of Pea-

cocke [1992], an agent who makes the appropriate inferences need not fully

understand the concept (in Peacocke’s terminology, ‘possess the concept’ (cf.

fn. 7)). To fully understand, the agent must find those inferences primitively

compelling. Peacocke correctly recognizes the importance of the agent’s tak-

ing some special stance toward the core inferences. Peacocke’s version of the

special stance is finding the inference primitively compelling.

Peacocke’s stratagem can be adopted by any of the belief, inference, or

intuition views. It can be implemented in a variety of ways. That the thinker

find the inferences primitively compelling is one way. One might also main-

tain that the thinker infer, or believe, because she takes the inferences (or

propositions) to be core. Proponents of the intuition view could claim that

the agent’s intuit that the propositions are core, or that taking them to be

core plays some role in the creation of the intuition. There are a variety of

options. I can’t and won’t canvas them all. Let’s call any version of the belief,

inference, or intuition view that adopts some method of requiring that beliefs

in, dispositions to infer in accordance with, or intuitions with respect to core

elements a special status a sophisticated belief/inference/intuition view.
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4.4 The All and Only Problem

Taking a special attitude toward core elements (e.g. finding primitively com-

pelling) is still not sufficient for concept mastery. The special attitude must

be taken toward all and only the core elements. An agent who, in effect,

builds extra elements into her conception of the concept, loses her mastery

of the concept, despite the fact that she bears the special attitude to every

element of the core.

Consider Peacocke’s theory. Suppose Malik finds the inferences from “x

is a bachelor to “x is male” and from “x is a bachelor” to “x is unmarried”

primitively compelling. Suppose that these inferences completely constitute

bachelor’s core. According to the sophisticated inference view endorsed

by Peacocke, Malik has mastery of bachelor. But, unfortunately, Malik

also finds the inferences from “x is a bachelor” to “x always wears a baseball

cap”, “x never cleans his apartment”, “x plays too many video games”, and

“x drinks the blood of cats” primitively compelling. Malik has an absolutely

insane conception of what bachelors are like, and he takes these inferences

to be part of the meaning of bachelor. Malik lacks mastery of the concept

bachelor.

The obvious move is to modify Peacocke’s view accordingly. On such

a modified view, a thinker has mastery of C if and only if she is disposed

to infer in accordance with C’s core inferences and finds all and only those

inferences primitively compelling. But this view is crazy. It entails that a

thinker can’t fully understand (master) more than one concept at a time. If

an agent is to master more than one concept, she’ll need to find the core

inferences of at least two concepts primitively compelling. So she can’t find
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all and only the inferences associated with C primitively compelling.13 Thus

she does not have mastery of C.

I see no way around this problem while sticking with the notion of “prim-

itively compelling inference”. Analogue notions of “primitive belief” and

“primitive intuition” (whatever those may be) will face the same problem.

The deep problem lies in the logical form of the primitively compelling re-

lation. It is a two-place relation: finds-primitively-compelling(thinker T,

inference I). The problem can only be solved by a three-place relation. For

example, one might use the “finds primitively compelling in virtue of concept

C” relation: finds-primitively-compelling-in-virtue-of(thinker T, inference I,

concept C). With this relation, a thinker could find some inferences primi-

tively compelling because of the role C1 plays in the inference, while finding

other inferences primitively compelling because of the role C2 plays. With a

3-place relation, concepts cease stepping on each other’s toes by preventing

the thinker from mastering the other.

On further thought, we can motivate the need for a 3-place relation with-

out the problem of concepts preventing mastery of other concepts. Suppose

Felipe finds the inferences from “x is a bachelor” to “x is male” and “x is un-

married” primitively compelling. (Any two-place special attitude will work

for the example). But Felipe finds the inference from “x is a bachelor” to “x

is male” primitively compelling because of the role that male plays in the

inference. Felipe accords this inference no special status vis-a-vis bachelor.

Instead, Felipe has a quirky conception of male, according to which he finds

every inference of the form “x is F” to “x is male” primitively compelling. As

13I make the trivial assumption that a thinker can master two concepts with non-
identical cores.
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a result, Felipe lacks mastery of bachelor, despite the fact that he finds all

(and only) bachelor’s core inference primitively compelling. The problem

is that the source of Felipe’s finding the inference from “x is a bachelor”

to “x is male” is his misunderstanding of male rather than his understand-

ing of bachelor. A 2-place relation “takes to have special status”, such

as “finds primitive compelling”, can’t distinguish between the case where

a thinker accords a core element of concept C a special status because she

understands C and the case where she accords special status because she

misunderstands some other concept C’. Without a 3-place relation with the

concept itself as a relata, a thinker could take the special attitude toward all

and only the concept’s core elements, but lack mastery nonetheless.

Summarizing, we’ve covered two distinct reasons for moving from a 2-

place special attitude toward core elements to a 3-place relation. First, a

2-place relation does not allow a thinker to adopt the special attitude toward

all and only the core elements of C while simultaneously having mastery of

more than one concept. A 3-place relation does. Second, a thinker can adopt

a special 2-place attitude to all and only the core elements of a concept C

while failing to master that concept. The Felipe-bachelor demonstrates

this point. Instead, the thinker must accord the core elements some special

status with respect to C. Again, a 3-place relation yields the correct results.

4.5 Moving On

I don’t think the special status problem is fatal for any of the belief, inference,

or intuition view. Something more than mere belief, inference, or intuition

must be appealed to, but the theories can be modified appropriately. Pea-

cocke [1992] recognized this point. The thinker must adopt a special attitude
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toward the core elements. But not even this is enough. The special attitude

must be taken to core elements vis-a-vis the concept. The concept itself must

play a role in the special attitude, whatever it is.

The belief, inference, and intuition views have problems. Neither belief,

nor inference, nor intuition is either necessary of sufficient for concept mas-

tery. The views must be modified to include a 3-place attitude the thinker

can take toward a core element and a concept.

5 The Recognition View

5.1 From the Failures of Rivals to the Recognition View

In this section, I offer my own positive view of what it is required to have

mastery of a concept. The view is motivated by the two failures of the

inference, belief, and intuition views. These views first failed by neglecting

the possibility of masters of concept C who fail to endorse core elements

via belief, intuition, or a disposition to infer. Agnes has mastery of boche

without believing that all Germans are cruel. Neither believing in, inferring

in accordance with, or intuiting the truth of, core elements is necessary for

concept mastery. The second failure was ignoring the need for thinkers to

adopt some special attitude toward core elements. Mastery of a concept C

requires more than merely believing C’s core propositions. One must believe

them, and in some sense, take the propositions to have some important status

vis-a-vis C. Neither belief in, inferring in accordance with, or intuiting the

truth of, core elements is sufficient for concept mastery.

The inference, belief, and intuition views are overly demanding in one

sense and not demanding enough in another. They’re overly demanding be-
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cause they require conceptual masters to endorse core elements. They’re

not demanding enough because they don’t require thinkers to accord core

elements a special status. The recognition view jettisons the overly demand-

ing aspect of these views and adds the feature they neglect. According to

the recognition view, concept mastery is purely a matter of recognizing core

elements to have a special status with respect to the concept. That’s it. Rec-

ognizing the core elements as having a special status vis-a-vis C, or to govern

the meaning of C, is compatible with failing to endorse those elements.

• The Recognition View of Concept Mastery: An agent has mas-

tery of concept C if and only if the agent takes all and only the elements

in C’s core to govern the use of C.

The recognition view is agnostic about the nature of the elements in a

concept’s core. The elements could be propositions, patterns of inference,

mental transitions, rules, or something else altogether. The definition uses

’takes’ rather than ’recognizes’ because recognition is factive. If x recognizes

that P, then P is the case. For this nreason, it is impossible to recognize non-

core elements as core. If a thinker x takes a non-core element to govern the use

of C, that should count against x’s mastery of C. We want the recognition

view to reflect this phenomenon. Thus I use ’take’ instead of ’recognize’.

Recognizing a core element as governing the use of C can be factored into

two components. First, the agent must take the core element to govern the

use. Second, the rule must actually govern the use. The next two sections

each explain one of the components.

In semantics, meaning postulates are axioms laid down to establish the

meaning of a term. I think of core elements as playing a similar role. The
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core elements help to give the concept its meaning. A different core would

yield a different concept.14 Taking a core element to govern the use of a

concept is similar to taking that element to be a meaning postulate that

contributes to giving the concept its meaning.

5.2 Taking to Govern Use

To explain the recognition view, I must explicate what it is for an agent to

take a core element as governing the use of C. For ease of exposition, I’ll

speak of core elements as rules. I intend to construe ‘rule’ as broadly as

possible. On this terminology, inference patterns, propositions, and mental

transitions all count as rules.

I will not offer a reductive theory of the “taking” relation. One should

not view the taking relation in too heavy-weight a manner. A thinker need

not have the concepts concept, govern the use, meaning postulate,

or meaning constituting rule in order to recognize a core element as

governing the use of the concept. Whether the thinker takes a rule to be

a core rule governing use of the concept is determined by idealization from

the psychology of the agent. The agent’s past usage and present dispositions

should be taken into account. The “takes to govern the use” relation is psy-

chologically real. Whether an agent takes a core proposition to govern is a

genuine fact about the agent’s psychology. It is not merely a “stance” that

14One might wonder whether two concepts could have the same core. Probably not,
for trivial reasons. C1’s core will likely mention C1, not C2. C2’s core will mention
C2, not C1. So if C1 and C2 are distinct they have distinct cores. The more interesting
question is whether there could be two distinct concepts with homomorphic cores, in which
each element of the core of C1 could be mapped to an element of C2’s core by swapping
occurrences of C1 for occurrences of C2, and vice-versa. On this question I am officially
agnostic.
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theorists take toward the agent. The taking will, in general, have ramifica-

tions on the thinker’s behavior. However, the best way to determine whether

a thinker takes a proposition to govern the use (rather than, say, merely

taking the proposition to be true) will often be by testing her behavior in

counterfactual situations, idealized in various ways.

There are many ways to take a given proposition to govern the use of

a concept. Consider the proposition all bachelors are male. Most

straightforwardly, a sophisticated thinker might directly believe that all

bachelors are male governs the use of bachelor. Professor X’s taking

of modus ponens to govern the use of the material conditional seems to have

something like this form. More commonly, a thinker’s taking all bache-

lors are male to govern the use of bachelor will be less sophisticated.

She’ll be confounded or perplexed when someone claims that some bachelors

are not male. This perplexation will have a different feel than the perplex-

ation she’ll experience when someone claims that several bachelors live on

Mars. She’ll predict the interlocutor who claims that bachelors live on Mars

to be misinformed. Perhaps he or she heard that the Mars rover Opportunity

is a manned mission involving a crew. In contrast, she’ll tend to think that

the interlocutor who claims that some bachelors are not male misunderstands

how to use bachelor and what it is to be a bachelor.

Conceivability provides a useful heuristic for gauging what an agent takes

to govern the use of a concept. A proposition is conceivable for an agent when

he or she finds the proposition possible. A proposition is inconceivable when

she finds the proposition to be impossible. In general, an agent who takes

a proposition P to govern the use of a concept will find P inconceivable.
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For example, someone who takes all bachelors are male to govern

the use of bachelor will tend to find some bachelors are not male

impossible. Someone who does not take it to govern the use of bachelor

will find such a situation conceivable. This heuristic yields the correct verdict

in the case of Sofia and Felipe (section 4.2). Both Sofia and Felipe believe

the proposition all bachelors are male. Sofia, who has mastery of

bachelor, finds some bachelors are not male inconceivable. Felipe,

who lacks mastery of bachelor, finds some bachelors are not male

conceivable. The heuristic does not work well for deviant masters. We can

flesh out the boche/Agnes case (3.2) so that Agnes finds some boches are

not cruel conceivable, despite the fact that she takes all boches are

cruel to govern the use of boche.15

In sum, I claim that there is a psychologically real difference between an

agent who takes all bachelors are male to be true because it bears

a special status with respect to the use of bachelor and the otherwise

identical agent who takes all bachelors are male to merely happen to

he be true. In my terminology, the first takes all bachelors are male

to govern the use of bachelor. The second does not, and thereby does not

have mastery of bachelor. Furthermore, this distinction applies even to

agents that do not have sophisticated concepts such as concept, meaning,

15There are a variety of ways to precisify the boche/Agnes case. Not all of them
yield this result. In the case as originally described, it’s not clear what Agnes’s attitudes
toward boche are. There are many possibilities. Perhaps she thinks that no one is a
boche. Perhaps she thinks that all Germans are boches but not all boches are cruel.
Perhaps she thinks that only some Germans are boches, all of which are cruel. Or perhaps
she thinks that some Germans are boches, and some boches are cruel. What Agnes finds
conceivable will depend on how we precisify the case. All I claim is that on one reasonable
way of precisifying the case the conceivability heuristic will not yield the correct verdict
regarding Agnes’s mastery of boche.
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or govern the use.

5.3 Governing Use

In this section, I’ll explain the sense in which a core element, or rule, governs

the use of a concept. I explained earlier (section 5.1) that core elements

play something like the role of meaning postulates in semantics. Meaning

postulates help give a linguistic term its meaning. Similarly, core elements

help give a concept its meaning. The core elements, or rules, are guidelines

laid down for the use of the concept. They have normative force, indicating

how one should and should not use the concept. In this sense they govern

the use of the concept.

The possibility of defective concepts poses a special problem for this ap-

proach to core elements as use-governors. I’ve claimed that mastery of con-

cept C entails taking C’s core elements to govern the use of C. However, some

concepts, such as boche, have core inferences that do not preserve truth.

(Alternatively, one could take boche to have core propositions the conjunc-

tion of which is false). An agent who realizes that a concept’s core elements

do not preserve truth should in fact cease thinking (and inferring) in accor-

dance with that element. Agnes is in that situation. She recognizes that

inferring from “x is German” to “x is cruel” is a bad inference, despite the

fact that boche’s core elements suggest the inference. If core inferences need

not preserve truth, in what sense do they “govern the use” of the concept?

I’d like to use an analogy with the law to explain the sense in which core

elements can govern the use of a concept while failing to yield truth. Suppose

that the law, and particular laws, have certain goals, purposes, or functions:

to give citizens a better life, promote equality, prevent injustice, express the
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will of the people, prohibit immoral action, etc. (That law, or laws, do have

goals or functions in this way, that are not merely the goals of law-makers,

is controversial. But the position is certainly coherent. Coherence is all my

analogy requires.)

Sometimes a law achieves these goals. Sometimes it does not. When a

law does not achieve its goal, it remains a law nonetheless and retains its

legal normative force. The fact that the law does not, e.g., promote equality,

does not thereby render the law no longer legally binding. Those who disobey

the law still violate a legal norm. They can be punished. As a legal defense,

“the law I broke does not achieve the goal of our legal system” will impress

neither judge nor jury. If the law is immoral, then violating the legal norm

may be the only way to obey a moral norm.

Rules of use have a certain function as well. They aim, broadly speaking,

toward truth. They can aim at truth itself, or at the preservation of truth.

(The former is more appropriate to core propositions, the latter to core in-

ferences.) Rules may have other functions as well. But rules of use, much

like the laws of a nation, can fail to achieve their aims. The core rules of

defective concepts such as boche fail in exactly this way. They fail to meet

their truth-oriented functional goal. But nonetheless the rules remain rules

that govern the use of boche. They retain normative force. In some cases,

the only way to obey the epistemic norm of believing truth will be to flout

the meaning norm governing the use of a concept such as boche. Agnes

recognizes something like this fact about her situation. She elects to obey

the epistemic norm at the cost of flouting the use norm.

In sum, there is a clear sense in which a rule can generate a norm that
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governs the use of a concept. In the case of a defective concept, this norm of

use might conflict with the epistemic norms of truth and truth-preservation.

6 Four Objections

6.1 Overview of the Objections

In this section, I consider four objections to the recognition view. The first

says that concepts do not have cores. The second objections is that the recog-

nition view appeals to a convoluted and under-explained notion of “taking

a rule to govern the use of the concept”. The third objection is more di-

rect. It claims that an agent can have concept mastery without taking core

propositions to govern the use. Thus taking to govern use is not necessary

for concept mastery. The fourth objection maintains that taking to govern

use is not sufficient for concept mastery. Mastery of some concepts requires

certain abilities.

6.2 Objection 1: Against Cores

Do concepts have cores? If not, then it cannot be the case that mastery of a

concept is a matter of “grasping” its core. Many have thought that concepts

do not have cores (Quine [1951], Williamson [2008], p.c). This is not an

objection to the recognition view in particular, but rather an objection to

the entire conceptual role approach to concept mastery. Behind this thought

is that there is nothing “shared” by all those who are said to have mastered

a concept.

I must admit that I have some sympathies with this line of criticism.

However, I think that much of the force of the objection can be deflected

by plausible softenings of the general approach. In section 2.5, I noted that,
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proponents of, e.g., the belief view, could disagree about how many of the core

propositions must be believed to qualify for mastery. For simplicity’s sake,

I opted to consider only views that claimed that mastery involved grasping

all the concept’s core elements. But once we relax that assumption, we can

accommodate the objector’s intuition that there is nothing shared by all

masters of a concept. All those who fully understand justice might grasp

some significant portion of the core propositions. This does not entail that

there is some proposition P that they all grasp.

However, it’s not implausible that, for some concepts and some core ele-

ments, all masters of the concept do share grasp of core elements. Any agent

who does not recognize that arthritis involves inflammation, that swords have

blades, that chairs are for sitting, or that justice requires fairness, does not

fully understand arthritis, sword, chair, or justice.

It’s also important to remember that the approach to concept mastery

adopted here, according to which mastery is a matter of grasping core ele-

ments (whatever “grasping” is), is not committed to the claim that a con-

cept’s core contains necessary and sufficient conditions for falling under the

concept. I am tremendously skeptical of that claim. Some of the skepticism

towards cores more generally (cf. Quine [1951]) arises from skepticism that

concepts contain necessary and sufficient conditions for their application.16

This form of skepticism does not translate over to any of the views of concept

mastery discussed here.

A core-oriented approach to concept mastery can, and I believe should,

strengthen its position by broadening the notion of “core element”, as dis-

16For a dissenting view, according to which users do have a grasp on necessary and
sufficient conditions for the application of their concepts, cf. Peacocke [2003].
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cussed in section 6.5. One can include as core elements transitions from obser-

vations or experiences to categorizations of those observations/experiences.

For example one might take the transition from (i) a red experience to classi-

fication of that experience as an instance of red (ii) an observation of Tibbles

to the thought that is a cat, or (iii) a visual image of a moving horse to

an ascription of gallops to that horse.

Mastery of the concept will then require an appropriate relation to these

core elements. A recognitional ability might constitute one way to grasp these

types of core elements. Once we relax the assumption that mastery requires

grasp of all the core elements, and broaden our conception of what cores can

contain, core-oriented approaches become simultaneously more flexible and

plausible.

Lastly, my task here is not to defend the idea that concepts have cores.

My approach assumes that they do and that mastery involves taking some

attitude towards that core. I seek the best view of concept mastery given

those (admittedly controversial) assumptions. Thus, I’m somewhat happy to

conditionalize my conclusion: If there is such a thing as concept mastery, and

it is a matter of taking some attitude to core elements, then that attitude

is recognition, not endorsement through belief, intuition, or a disposition to

infer. However, I’m optimistic that the conditionalization is unnecessary.

6.3 Objection 2: Against the notion of “taking a rule to govern

the use”

Opponents might object to the notion of “taking a rule to govern the use”

on which the recognition view relies. Opponents might maintain that the

notion is under-explained. Or they might maintain that the notion is unex-
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planatory because it is too similar to the target notions of mastery and “full

understanding” of a concept.

Perhaps the notion of “taking a rule to govern the use” is under-explained.

I’ve done some work to get the reader on to the idea. One reason for under-

explanation is that I’ve tried to be relatively agnostic about the nature of

core rules. They could be propositions, rules of inference, or something else

altogether. My agnosticism has a theoretical basis. I’m inclined to think

that different types of concepts will require different types of core elements.

Clearly, there is further work to be done in exploring the notion of “taking

a rule to govern the use of a concept”. But I take myself to have made some

headway.

I admit that “taking a rule to govern the use” is more similar to “fully

understanding, or mastering, the concept” than believing or inferring. But I

think that this is a step in the right direction. The failures of the belief and

inference views are partly due to their overly reductive ambitions. To achieve

a successful theory of concept mastery, we must appeal to notions that are

closer in nature to understanding itself. “Recognizing/taking to govern the

use” is closer to understanding. That’s part of the reason the recognition

view succeeds where its rivals fail.

I also reply to the objection with the “it’s everyone’s problem” response.

In section 4.2 I argued that the simple versions of the belief, inference, and

intuition view do not work. There’s a significant difference in understanding

between someone who merely infers and someone who infers because that

inference governs the use of the concept, or plays some other special role vis-

a-vis the concept. The sophisticated versions of these views accommodate the
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point. But any view that accommodates the point must appeal to something

like “taking a rule to govern the use”. Peacocke [1992] does so with the

notion of a “primitively compelling” inference. Thus, every theory of concept

mastery (or at least all the options I’ve considered) will appeal to something

like “taking a rule to govern the use”. Perhaps the notion is under-explained.

Or perhaps it is close to the target notion of full understanding of a concept.

But everyone must appeal to some notion in the vicinity. So it’s everyone’s

problem. (I admit that some “notions in the vicinity” might be more or less

problematic than others. Perhaps “primitively compelling inference” is less

problematic than “taking to govern the use”. I’m not sure. If it is, I’d like

to see the arguments.)

6.4 Objection 3: Mastery Without Taking to Govern Use

This objection maintains that a thinker can have mastery of a concept with-

out taking a core rule to govern the use. Thus the recognition view is false,

because taking to govern the use is not necessary for concept mastery. Here’s

the counterexample. Consider Professor Y, a philosopher of mind and lan-

guage. She works on concepts. She has read this paper. She detests it.

Professor Y believes that there is no distinction between core and non-core

rules, no such thing as a rule that “governs the use” of the concept. Pro-

fessor Y’s theoretical commitments lead her to deny every claim of the form

“Rule R governs the use of concept C”. This thought experiment leads to

the following argument against the recognition view.

(P1) Professor Y has concept mastery of many concepts.

(P2) Professor Y does not take any rules to govern the use of those
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concepts.

(P3) If (P1) and (P2), the recognition view is false.

(C) Therefore: the recognition view is false.

Premise (P1) is very plausible. Everyone has mastery of at least a few

concepts (e.g. and, hers, here). Furthermore, Professor Y is a world-

authority on many concepts, including the concepts concept, meaning,

truth, and rule of use. If anyone fully understands these concepts, she

does. Premise (P2) is quite plausible as well. Professor Y denies that rules

govern the use of concepts. Thus she does not take any rules to govern the use

of any concept. Premise (P3) follows from the statement of the recognition

view, which maintains that taking rules to govern use is a necessary condition

for concept mastery.

I deny premise (P2). Professor Y denies all claims of the form “rule R

governs the use of concept C”. She believes many statements of the form

“rule R does not govern the use of concept C”. I claim that, nonetheless,

Professor Y takes many rules to govern the use of many concepts. Consider

her behavior. She frowns in confusion when you talk about female bachelors.

She won’t understand if you attempt to use the term ‘here’ to refer to a

location other than the current one (or the location demonstrated). She’ll

claim (perhaps unreflectively) that you’re incorrectly using the concept here.

Professor Y’s belief that rules do not govern use is compatible with her taking

certain rules to govern use. Furthermore, I don’t see how Professor Y could

think, or use any concepts at all, if she never took any rule to govern the use

of any concept. The rules guide her use of the concepts.
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6.5 Objection 4: Taking to Govern Use Without Mastery

Elsewhere I have argued (citation suppressed) that mastery of phenomenal

concepts such as redph requires certain abilities, including the ability to

recognize a red sensation as an instance of redph.17 If this is correct, then it

seems that someone could take whatever the core rules associated with redph

(perhaps “redph is a sensation”) are to govern the use of redph whilst being

unable to recognize a redph experience as redph. Let Jane be a color-blind

person who does not experience redph at all. She experiences greenph instead.

She cannot recognize a redph sensation as an instance of redph. She’s never

experienced redph. But Jane, a philosopher of mind and meaning, is an

expert on the semantics of ‘red’ and on the concept redph. She certainly

seems to know what the rules governing the use of the concept are. This

thought experiment leads to the following argument against the recognition

view.

(P1) Jane takes all and only the rules governing the use of redph to

govern the use of redph.

(P2) If (P1), then if the recognition view is true, Jane has concept

mastery of redph.

(P3) Jane is unable to recognize a redph sensation as an instance of

redph.

17redph is the phenomenal, experiential, concept of red. redph applies to experiences
with a certain qualitative character (you know the one). Neither light-waves nor objects
can be redph. Tomatoes, fire trucks, and strawberries are red, but they cause redph

sensations.
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(P4) If (P3), then Jane does not have concept mastery of redph.

(C) Therefore: the recognition view is false.

Premise (P1) seems to follow from Jane’s philosophical expertise regard-

ing the concept redph. (P2) follows from the statement of the recognition

view. (P3) is a stipulation about the case. (P4) is a plausible claim about

any phenomenal concept, including redph. I argue for (P4) in (citation sup-

pressed).

One simple response would be to accept the argument and weaken the

recognition view by claiming that taking all and only a concept’s core rules

to govern use is only a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for mastery

of the concept. But doing so significantly reduces the interest and the scope

of the recognition view.

I prefer to deny premise (P1). The key idea here is to consider the possi-

bility that the ability to recognize redph experiences as instances of redph is

itself a core rule. An inference rule is a form of mental transition. The shift

from an experience of redph to a labeling of that experience as redph is also

a mental transition. This transition could be a core rule governing the use of

redph. On reflection, this seems exactly correct. There is something about

labeling redph experiences as redph that is central to the meaning and use of

redph. Here, we see a broadening of the kinds of elements that can occur

in a concept’s core.18 Before we considered propositions and inference rules.

Now we include mental transitions considered more broadly. (In some sense,

perhaps the transition from a redph experience to a labeling as redph is a

variety of “inference”, broadly construed. Little turns on the nomenclature.)

18Peacocke [1992]: 7-8 adopts a similar move.
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If it is correct that the mental transition from a redph experience to a

recognition that the experience falls under redph is a core rule governing the

use of redph, then premise (P1) is false. The fact that Jane cannot recognize

redph experiences as redph entails that she fails to take a core rule governing

the use of redph as such.

7 Conclusion

For now, this ends my attempt to answer the question “Under what con-

ditions does an agent master, or fully understand, a concept?” Even if the

reader does not agree with my positive theory, the recognition view, he or

she should recognize that any theory of concept mastery must cope with the

phenomena of incomplete understanding, deviant masters, and the special

status problem. I have done my best to navigate these treacherous waters.

At root, the belief, inference, and intuition view all make the same error.

They are all endorsement views, according to which mastery is a matter of

endorsing elements of the core. In contrast, the recognition view is, for lack

of a better term, a recognition view. Mastery is a form of recognizing the

concept’s core. Importantly, as the phenomenon of deviant masters teaches

us, recognition is compatible with a failure to endorse.

I conclude that mastering, i.e. fully understanding, a concept is not a

matter of merely having certain beliefs, making certain inferences, or intuit-

ing certain truths. Mastering a concept is a matter of recognizing, perhaps

implicitly, the rules governing the use of the concept. This should not come

as a surprise. Using a concept includes being subject to a normative stan-

dard associated with that concept. This normative standard is determined,
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in large part, by the rules that govern the use of the concept. To understand

the concept is to grasp those rules.
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